There is no doubt that the history of Parthian kingdom is very poorly recorded in the extant contemporary and classical sources. This is due mainly to the loss of almost the entire original documentary and the later Greco-Latin literary material on the Parthian affairs. As far as the preserved evidence is concerned, the Babylonian chronicles and Arsacid king lists are lacking and we have only fragments of Apollodorus of Artemita’s *Parthica*, Strabo’s *History*, Trogus Pompeius’ *Books* 41-42, and Arrian’s *Parthica*. At present, Justin is our primary informant on the early Arsacid history. He abbreviates the reigns of Arsaces I (247-211 BC) through Orodes II (55-38 BC) in his books 41-42 of the *Epitome of the Philippic History of Pompeius Trogus*. However, not only he frequently contradicts himself and his source, Trogus Pompeius, he also conflates some of the less eventful Arsacid reigns with the longer and successful ones and removes from his narrative the approximately forty years history of the Parthian “Dark Age” (91-55 BC) for its complexity. Other sources, including Polybius, Diodorus, Plutarch, Appian, Josephus, Tacitus and Moses of Chorene are less consecutive, preserving for us only disparate accounts of a handful of events from the Arsacid era.

This major setback is further compounded by the general dearth of accurate regnal dates in our source material. We are, therefore, left to piece together, as best as we may, the evidence of coins, Babylonian cuneiform records, and the scanty references in the classical literature in order to determine the inception and terminal dates of the early Arsacid reigns. In this note I will present and briefly analyze the primary and later sources to show that Mithradates I died sometime in the period 2/3 April – 27/28 August 132 BC and not the commonly accepted 138-137 BC.

According to Justin (41.5.9-10), shortly after his victory over the powerful Mardian tribes in Hyrcania, Phraates I (*c.* 168-165 BC) passed the crown to his brother Mithradates I, “a man of renowned integrity”, and died.

The accession of Mithradates I marked the beginning of Parthia’s expansion and its eventual transformation into a World Empire. He first took advantage of the internecine wars between Bactria and India to secure Parthia’s eastern frontiers. Following the death of Antiochus IV (175-164 BC), Mithradates attacked Eucratides I (*c.* 170-145 BC) and annexed the two western Bactrian satrapies of Turiva and Aspionus. He then exploited the quarrel between Alexander Balas (150-145 BC) and Ptolemy VI of Egypt, and the campaign of Demetrius II (145-138, 1st reign) against Balas during 148-147 BC, to move against Media. After a series of inconclusive wars with the Medes, Mithradates ultimately prevailed in late 148 or early 147 BC. We are told by Justin (41.6.7) that “bolstered by this extra strength, Mithradates appointed Bagasis/Vagasis governor of Media while he himself made for Hyrcania”. I have shown that Bagasis was the brother of Mithradates I and his appointed governor of Media Magna and Atropatene. He is attested as Bagāyāsh in the Babylonian cuneiform records and as Valarshak, brother of Mithradates I and king of Armenia, by Moses of Chorene.

The fall of Media paved the way for further Parthian conquests. In June/July 141 BC, Mithradates profited from the rebellion of the Seleucid usurper Diodotus Tryphon (141-138 BC) and led his army into Mesopotamia. He first captured Seleucia on the Tigris and then Babylon on 5/6 July of that same year. An incomplete Astronomical Diary fragment from year 171 SEB has retained the following account of Mithradates’ triumph in Babylonia:

---

1 Cf. Assar 2005: 39-40 on the inception and terminal dates of the reign of Phraates I.
3 Strabo (11.1.2). According to Tarn 1930: 122-126, these may be identified with eastern Tapuria and Traxiana. Cf. also Tarn 1932: 579; Debevoise 1938: 19; Bivar 1983: 33; Torday 1997: 350-351.
4 Cf. Roberts 1963: 76; Roberts 1967: 283 and 291; Bivar 1983: 33 on the date Panemos 164 SEM (June/July 148 BC) of the inscription accompanying the reclining statue of Heracles at Bisutun.
6 Sachs and Hunger 1996: 134-135, No. -140A.
Mithradates then celebrated his achievements in Mesopotamia and issued a series of silver drachms and tetradrachms (S13.1-10). These were minted uninterruptedly at Seleucia on the Tigris (Fig. 1) until 174 SEM (Oct./Nov. 139 – Sep./Oct. 138 BC).

Fig. 1- S13.1 tetradrachm of Mithradates I (Author’s Collection)

Our sources on Mithradates’ movements during 141-138 BC are both meager and inconclusive. According to an incomplete historical note in a later Astronomical Diary, Mithradates was in Hyrcania in month IX of 171 SEB (3/4 Dec. 141 – 1/2 Jan. 140 BC), perhaps preparing for an expedition against the Saca invaders who had begun to impinge on Parthia’s northeastern frontiers.

7 Sachs and Hunger 1996: 138. Professor Hunger comments that ‘the noun qualified by ‘Great’ is similar to the sign LUGAL (king), but not quite identical. Some name ending in –kā may of course be Aršakā, i.e. Mithradates I; but munnû (appointed) does not fit a king’. However, following further consultations with Professor Hunger (private communication, 22.5.2000) it was agreed that munnû (ordained, established, or recognised) in this case can apply to Mithradates I since he was the first Parthian king to be acknowledged in Babylonia. This also permits the uncertain sign after [....] Arš-šā-kā-a to be read as LUGAL. Assisted by Mr. C.B.F. Walker, Deputy Keeper at the Department of the Ancient Near East, BM, I have collated the corresponding tablet on several occasions and, in spite of the compactness of the text, am satisfied with the reading which is paralleled in lines 7 and 8 of the same text where Mithradates I is cited as ‘King Arsaces’ and not ‘Arsaces’.

8 Sachs and Hunger 1996:
Meanwhile, Mithradates’ generals led a series of prolonged campaigns in Elymais. According to Orosius (5.4), having conquered Babylonia, Mithradates I “subjugated all the nations who dwelt between the Hydaspes and Indus”, extending his rule to India. At the same time, Justin (41.6.1-3) relates that the fortunes of the Parthians under Mithradates I prevailed and carried them to the zenith of their power. The Bactrians, on the other hand, were buffeted in various conflicts with the Sogdians, Arachosians, Drangians, Areians and Indians, finally falling under the power of the Parthians in a state of exhaustion and losing not only their empire but also their freedom. Strabo (11.9.2) briefly confirms that having forced the Scythians to yield to them, the Parthians annexed part of Bactria. Finally, Diodorus Siculus (33.18.1) comments that “King Arsaces (Mithradates I), by pursuing a set policy of clemency and humanity, won an automatic stream of advantages and further enlarged his kingdom. For he extended his power even to India, and without a battle brought under his sway the region once ruled by Porus”. These brief references strongly indicate that following his triumph in Mesopotamia, Mithradates liquidated the steppe invaders in the northeast and extended Parthian frontiers probably as far as the rivers Oxus in the east and the modern Porali in the southeast.

Mithradates’ last known triumph was against the Seleucid ruler Demetrius II (145-138 BC, 1st reign). Justin (36.1.1-6) and Josephus (Jewish Antiquities 13.184-186) state that having eliminated Alexander Balas, Demetrius II succumbed to the vices of youth and was spoiled by his good fortune. To remove the stigma of indolence he decided to march on Parthia. The people of the east, unhappy with the cruelty of Mithradates I greeted the news of his approach. Assisted by auxiliary troops from the Persians, Elymaeans and Bactrians, he defeated the Parthians in a series of battles. In the end he was deceived by an offer of peace, captured, paraded in the cities that had aided him, and finally dispatched to Hyrcania where he received treatment befitting his former status. But in another passage Justin (38.9.2-3) relates that having emerged victorious in numerous battles, Demetrius was surprised by an ambush, lost his army and taken prisoner by the Parthians. Mithradates treated him with royal magnanimity and sent him off to Hyrcania. There he gave the hapless Seleucid ruler his daughter in marriage and promised to recover for him the throne of Syria that Tryphon had usurped. According to Appian (Syrian Wars 11.67) Demetrius lived in the palace of King Phraates and married his sister, Rhodogune.

Although quite brief and somewhat fragmentary, our contemporary accounts of Mithradates’ victory against Demetrius are preserved at the end of month IV of the Astronomical Diary of 174 SEB (7/8 Jul. – 4/5 Aug. 138 BC):

3: … …… ITU BI U₂₄X₂₈-KĀM ḳ₂³Ar₁₃-[šā-ka-a'] LUGAL’ ……
5: […] UNUG₃ u URU₂₄ mes ša anu muḫ-ḫi ƎD GŬ-DU₂₄-ƎD su-ū-ru ƎD pi-qu-du-u ƎD Y₃ mes […]
6: […] x₁ u ni š₃₄ mes-ša-nu TI-₃ anu KUR NIM-MA u-še-lu-₃ UN₃ mes URU₂₄ mes ša-mu-t₃ u ina gi-li₃ EN ¥₃ […]
7: […] su₃ un₃ qa u SU-KU ina MUŠ.ŠES₂³ ki u URU₂₄ mes ša KUR NIM-MA GAR-an al-te-me um-ma ḳ₃ UNUG₄-a-a si ḵ₁ x₁ […]
8: […] ḵ₁ ik-pu-du-₄ ḤUL-ti ITU BI al-te-me um-ma ḵ₁ x₁ De-me₃-ri LUGAL ša ina IGI-ma ERIN₃ ša TA URU₂₄ mes […]
9: […] UR₁ DU₄-n₃ u ‘Ar-ša-ka-a LUGAL an-na-a TA URU₂₄ mes ša KUR Ma-da-a-a a na KUR UR₁ GIN-₃ ma x […]
10: […] m₃ ERIN₃-ni ša GAR-ma ša-₃a-₃a u ḳ₃ GAL mes-ša ina ŠUL₂₄ 1₃ is₃-bat um-ma ‘Ar-ša-ka-a LUGAL sa-l₃ SIM₃ TA x₁ […]
11: […] ina nu₃ lu₃ š₃ DUG.GA Š₃-a₃ bi u sa-l₃ SIM₃ ina URU₂₄ mes ša KUR Ma-da-a-a ina ta-₃u ‘Ar-ša-ka-a LUGAL šak-[…]
7: [...] ... and famine occurred in Susa and the cities of Elam. I heard as follows: the Urukeans [...]
8: [...] planned evil. That month, I heard as follows: (scribal error’?) King Demetrius who before [...] his troops from the cities of [...]
9: [...] made [...] of Babylonia, and this King Arsaces went from the cities of Media to Babylonia, and [...]
10: [...] brought about [the defeat] of his troops, and seized him and his nobles, saying:
   King Arsaces [...] good peace for you’ from [...]
11: [...] in plenty, happiness and good peace in the cities of Media next to King Arsaces [...]

The testimony in lines 8-10 of the above record confirms that in one and the same month Mithradates left Media for Babylonia, crushed the Seleucid force, captured Demetrius II and sent him off to Media and not, as Justin (36.1.6) reports, to Hyrcania.

It is generally believed that Mithradates’ latest dated coinage (S13.5 and S13.10) marks the end of his reign (Fig. 2) before October 138 BC. However, cuneiform records strongly indicate that he lived until early 132 BC but gradually languished into an insensate state as a result of a progressively debilitating illness after 138 BC.

Fig. 2- S13.5 tetradrachm of Mithradates I, dated 174 SEM (139/138 BC)

The earliest indication of Mithradates’ extended reign is found in two partially preserved Astronomical Diaries from Babylon. These are dated 175 and 177 SEB and contain references to an individual who had suffered a stroke and perhaps later become gravely indisposed. Although similar citations concerning men and women of no prominence are not entirely uncommon in the Late Babylonian Astronomical Diaries, the combination of these and two further supporting lines of evidence from year 179 SEB weigh heavily in favour of extending Mithradates’ reign beyond 138 BC.

The first of these references is found in the historical note from month VII of the Astronomical Diary of 179 SEB (7/8 Oct. – 5/6 Nov. 133 BC):  

21: ITU BI al-te-e7 um-ma1,Pi-li-nu-us-su 4GAL ERIN-ni KUR URIki ša ana muḫ-ḫi 4  
   biGAL ERIN-ni  
22: ša ina2,bAR a-na URUšeš ša KUR Ma-da-a-a ana 1GI1,Ba-a-ga-a-ša-a 10ŠEŠ LUGAL  
   GIN-ma .... ....

21: That month, I heard as follows: Philinus, the general of Babylonia who is above the four generals,  
22: who in month I had gone to the cities of Media before Bagāyāsh, the brother of the king .... ....

The second forms the colophon of a hitherto unpublished astrological omen text dated 9/10 Dec. 133 BC: 

---

12 Sachs and Hunger 1996: 216-217, No. -132B; Simonetta 1978: 162, n. 9 gives 165 BC as the date of the corresponding text; Torday 1997: 349 takes the phrase brother of the king to imply co-regency.  
13 BM 45715 (SH 81-7-6,122); Strassmaier 1893: 111; Minns 1915: 31, Text “e”; Kugler 1924: 446 and 448, Text 8; Oelsner 1964: 269, n. 23; Oelsner 1975: 31, n. 15; Van der Spek 1997/8: 173, n. 28.
16: .... .... ḫūGAN U₄₁₅₃-KĀM MU-1-me- .... .... Month IX, day 5, year 100+
17: 15-KĀM ša ši-i MU-1-me-1,19-KĀM 15, which is year 179,
18: ₁Ar-šā-ka-a Arsaces (is),
19: LUGAL KUR-KURmes King of Lands.

There is little doubt that the reference to Bagāyāsh as the brother of the king in the above text dated Oct./Nov. 133 BC concerns a living rather than dead Parthian ruler. As indicated earlier, Moses of Chorene reports that Mithradates I appointed his brother, Valarshak, “king of Armenia”. This Valarshak is the same governor of Media called Bagasis/Vagasis by Justin and may therefore be identified with Bagāyāsh of the Babylonian cuneiform records.

Furthermore, it would be difficult to ascribe to Phraates II the epithet King of Lands in the last text quoted above. Several Great Achaemenid kings, followed by Alexander III of Macedon and a number of successful Seleucid rulers, adopted this title. It remains unique in the entire Parthian period and therefore rather suits a prince of Mithradates’ power and prestige than his young and less experienced son and successor, Phraates II.¹⁴ Mithradates was undoubtedly a great conqueror and succeeded in transforming Parthia from a small kingdom on the eastern extremities of the Seleucid realm into a World Empire.

However, the following two records clearly show that Phraates II could not have succeeded his father, Mithradates I, earlier that April 132 BC.

The latest Astronomical Diary from 179 SEB (133/132 BC) covers months VII-XII (7/8 Oct. 133 – 2/3 Apr. 132 BC) in that year.¹⁵ It contains only sketchy references to intense fighting in Elymais during months VIII-IX (6/7 Nov. 133 – 3/4 Jan. 132 BC). Yet it shows that the Elymaean enemy was decisively defeated and the satrapy finally pacified in early 132 BC. The incomplete historical notice from month X (4/5 Jan. – 1/2 Feb. 132 BC) reads:

14: [itu KÁ-DUMU-NUN-NA ša É-sag-gíl ana ḫuKIN-GL₂₁-A LUGAL MU-a-ti NIDBA

¹⁴ Assar 2001a: 23. I had previously assigned the text to the reign of Phraates II. The epithet LUGAL KUR-KURmes should simply be interpreted as King of Lands and not King of all Lands. This epithet, in conjunction with its two variants LUGAL KUR KUR and LUGAL KURmes is attested in numerous Babylonian cuneiform documents from the Achaemenid epoch. Cf. Assar 2005: 44, n. 101.
GUB₅⁻niṣ-šű ana ṢE[N ṢGAŠAN-idd DINGIR₅ mes GAL₅ mes ana bul-šu₃ ša LUGAL u a-na bul-ti-ša GAR-an ITU BI


16: [...] Ur-‘a-a A ša₁ Ka-a₃ m-na-āš-ki-i-ri₇ KÛR₇ NIM-MA₇ ša si-ḫi₇ ana muḫ-ḫi₇ AD-šu₇ iš-se-hi‘ u

17: […] ina KUR URI[i] TUŠ-‘u’ UGU [lī] ERIN₅ mes-ša-nu ú-ka-ši-ru ú-zi-hu


19: […] MA₇ mes-a-na LU₇ [NE a-na‘ tar]-ṣa a-ba-mes-iḥ p-ṭu-ru-ū ina ḫAPIN U₇ ḫERIN₅ mes

20: […] ḫERIN₅ mes [x i] ḫBa₅ ḫBa₅ ḫERIN₅ mes KÛR GAR-u‘I EN ŠU šamaṣ re-ḫe-e-tū

21: […] K[U₄₅-ub ‘Urt-‘i-a A ša₇ KÛR₇ NIM-MA₇ MU-a-tī

22: […] 1-en GU₃ u 5 SISKUR ana tar-ṣa₇ DUMU šip-ri MU-a-tī

23: […]-u‘ u ana bul-ti-ša GAR-an

13: [That month a messenger of the king who carried a message entered Babylon]. The administrator of Esangil and the Babylonians, the assembly of Esangil, [provided] one bull and 5 (sheep) sacrifices

14: [at the ‘Gate of the Son of the Prince’ of Esangil for that messenger of the king as offering, and to B[e]l and Beltija, the great gods, for the life of the king and for his (own) life, he sacrificed them. That month,

15: [a parchment letter] which was written [to] the (Greek) citizens who are in Babylon, was read in the House of Observation; according to

16: […] Uria, son of Kjamnaskir, the Elamite enemy, who had revolted against his father

17: […] lived in Babylonia, organised against their troops and left¹

18: […] arrataš, the river of Elam, they crossed, for one bēru distance they pitched camp

19: […] departed […] many [troops] for fighting [against] each other. In month VIII, the 7th, the troops

20: […] the troops […] they brought about the defeat of the troops of the enemy². Until sunset, the remainder

21: […] entered. Uria, the son of this Elamite enemy,

22: […] one bull and 5 (sheep) sacrifices opposite this messenger

23: […] …. and performed (it) for his life.

The partially preserved upper edge text of this Diary confirms that its dated colophon was subscribed to King Arsaces alone:

3: […] MU]-1-me-1,19-KĀM 1Ar-ša-ka-a LUGAL

3: […] Year 179, Arsaces (is) King.

The next record is the incomplete colophon of a “deed of gift to the house of gods” from Uruk, compiled in month V of 180 SEB (30/31 Jul. – 27/28 Aug. 132 BC).¹⁶

11: .... UNUG\textsuperscript{ki} suNE
12: [U\textsubscript{2}-X-K\textsubscript{AM} MU-1-me-16 šá ši-ta\textsubscript{4} 1\textsuperscript{1}me-1,20 1\textsuperscript{3}Ar-šak\textsuperscript{.} a u 1\textsuperscript{4}Ri-5 in\textsuperscript{3}-nu AMA-šá
13: LUGAL\textsuperscript{meš}

11: .... Uruk. Month V,
12: [day x, year 116, which is year] 180, Arsaces and Rinnu, his mother,
13: (are) Kings.

This attested co-regency is clearly inconsistent with our traditional date of Mithradates’ death (138-137 BC). If Phraates II had succeeded his father sometime in 138-137 BC as an adult,\textsuperscript{17} he would have required no assistance from his mother to administer the Empire some six years later in 132 BC. Combined with the following date-formula from 21/22 Apr. 131 BC,\textsuperscript{18} the above dated colophon from Uruk strongly indicates that the corresponding tablet was compiled while the reigning Arsacid prince was not quite 15 years old (the Zoroastrian adulthood age). Consequently, he required his mother to act as regent of the Parthian Empire until her son came of age shortly afterwards and ruled independently:\textsuperscript{19}

\begin{align*}
10 & [U_{2}-K\textsubscript{AM} IGI-DU_{5}\textsuperscript{meš} DIB-q\textsuperscript{meš} u AN-KU]_{10} \textsuperscript{meš} šá a-na MU-1-me-17-K\textsubscript{AM} \\
11 & [šá ši-š MU-1-me-1,21-K\textsubscript{AM} Ar]-šá-ka-a LUGAL kun-nu-\textsuperscript{u}
\end{align*}

10 [Day 1 (of month I), appearances, passings, and eclipse] which were established for year 117,
11 [which is year 181], [Arsaces (is) King.

Phraates’ tender age is also mirrored in his youthful portrait on his inaugural coinage from Susa (Fig. 3), depicting him with sideburns only and without a moustache and full beard.

Fig. 3- S14.1-2 tetradrachms of Phraates II from Susa

As commented above, the latest extant Astronomical Diary from 179 SEB covers the period 7/8 October 133 – 2/3 April 132 BC and is subscribed to King Arsaces as the sole ruler. The latter could not have been the King Arsaces who ruled jointly with his mother around four months later in Jul./Aug. 132 BC. He must have been Mithradates I who, in spite of his debilitating ailment, remained the supreme ruler of the Parthian Empire as late as April 132 BC but nevertheless no later than 27/28 August of that year.\textsuperscript{20} It is noteworthy that our hypothesis on the state of Mithradates’ health towards the end of his reign agrees with Justin (41.6.9) who reports that: He (Mithradates I) \textit{then succumbed to illness and died with glory at an advanced age, as great a man as his great-grandfather Arsaces.}\textsuperscript{21}

\textsuperscript{17} Phraates II could not have assumed the crown as a minor in 138-137 BC and ruled jointly with his mother. The preserved date-formulas in the period 138-132 BC are all subscribed to King Arsaces only, indicating that the Arsacid monarch reigned independently and not as a co-ruler.
\textsuperscript{18} Sachs 1955: 195 and 207, LBAT 1272+1345.
\textsuperscript{19} Dąbrowa 2005: 73, n. 1 also dates the end of Mithradates’ reign to 132 BC.
\textsuperscript{20} Assar 2005: 44; Assar 2006: 95-98.
\textsuperscript{21} Cf. Assar 2004: 84-87 on the correct dynastic link between Arsaces I and Mithradates I.
Given the primary and later sources, we can now confidently place the terminal date of the reign of Mithradates I in the period 3/4 April – 27/28 August 132 BC.

* * * * * * *
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